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ff/NGKASAN: . Analisis termohidrodinamik terhadap galasjurnal terhingga yang mempunyaf •. 
permukaan yang kasar dan kesan peronggaan dibentangkan~ Persamaan Reyn(!ld dua 
i:Jimensi yang tertibah-suai yang merarigkumi kesari kekttsaran perrmJkaan diselesaikan 
secara berangka dengan menggunakan kaedah 'successive-over0relaxation'~ Keadaan 
sempadan perongaan Swift-Stieber digunakan bagi menyelesaikan persamaan Reynold di 
atas. Nilai ke/ikatan pelincir yang berubah pada arah melintang dan . membujur diambil kira 

. bagi menyelesaikan persamaan .tenaga . . Keadaan sempadan . ISOADI digunakan /;)agi 
menyelesaikan persamaan tenaga. Bagi 'galas dah jurnal yang inempunyai kekasarari 

:perinukaan yang sama, kekukuhan galas yang tinggi dan nilai perbeiaan st.ihi.t yang·kecil 
. diperolehi bagi kekasaran isotropik. Keputusan bagi kekasaran membujur·menghasilkan nilai. 
beban.hidrodinamik dan perpezaan suhu ·bagi pelincir dan jurnal .yang .. tinggi dan nifai 
kebocoran tepi yang terkecil . .. Kekasaran melintang pula .· menghasilkan keputusan · yang 
berlawanan. Simulasi ini mendapati bahawa pada kekasaran permukaan yang tertinggi_ bagi 
kes permukaan kasar yang bergerak telah menghasilkan nilai kebocoran tepi tertinggi dan 
suhupelihcir yang rendah. Bagi kes permukaan/icin yang bergerakpula menghasilkan nilai 
suhupelincir yang tertinggi dan nilai kebocoran tepi yang terkecil. Keputusan yang diperolehi 
.dari analisis ini 17lenyamai keputusan yang diperolehi t,asi/ dari eksperimen yang. telah di . 
terbitkan oleh penyelidik Jain. 

ABSTRACT: A therr'nOhydrodynamfc ·(THD) analysis of finitE{ journal bearings witn rough 
surfaces and cavitation effect is presented. A modified two'1imensional version of. the Reynolds' 
equation which includes surface roughness effects is .solved using the successive-over
relaxation (SOR) method. The Swift-Stieber cavitation boundary condition was implemented 
in solving the Reynolds' equation. The variations of viscosity both aci°ross and-'along the film 
are considered. A so-called ISOADI boundary condition is used in solving the 'energy equation. 
When both bearing and journal having the same roughness structure, a stiffer bearing 
stiffness and small temperature changes are obtain!;)d for isotropic roughness. The longitudinal 

. roughness gives the maximum oil and .shaftJempera,ture changes, the lowest leakage and 
the highest hydrodynamic load. Totally opposite results were obtained for transverse roughness:' 
At the highest degree of surface roughness, the rough 'movfng case produced the highest 
side leakage and lowest temperature. Meanwhile, the smooth moving case gives the lowest 
leakage and the highest oil-film temperature. The results obtained in the study have a good 
agreement with the published experimental works. 
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INTRODUCTION : · 

The archives of tribology contain a large volume of published research on the effect of 

surface roughness in hydrodynamic ~earings .. On~of the first attempts is the work by Tzeng 

and Saibel (1967) who introduced stochastic concept and applied it to a slider bearing with 
one-dimensional transverse. roughness. Later, Christensen and Tonder (1970; 1971; 1973) 
used the stochastic methods to obtain an average Reynolds' equation. More recently, Patir 

and Cheng (1978) introduced a powerful technique known as the "average flow model" and 

derived an average Reynolds' equation in terms of the pressure and shear flow factors. The 

average flow model has been used extensively in the . evaluation of roughness effect for a 
variety of tribological problems. Majumdar and Hamrock (1981 a; 1981 b) used the average 

flow model to predict the effect of the surface roughness in the hydrodynamic bearings. Lin 
(1994) has analysed the effect of three-dimensional irregularities in the finite 'hydrodynamic 

journal bearing. He concluded that pressure distribution, load capacity or friction force and 
side leakage flow increase as the asperity height increases. 

Most of the published · work which include roughness effects assume that the lubricant 

viscosity is constant. Thermai inhomogeneity in hydrodynamic lubricating film is known to 
have serious effects on bearing performance. A theoretical model which includes temperature 

and viscosity variation in the lubricant film is generally referred to as the thermohydrodynamic 
analysis (THO). Extensive reviews of published papers on thermal effects in hydrodynamic 

bearings indicates. that most THO analyses assume that _bearing surfaces are smooth 
(1987a; 1987b). Jang et al. (1991) have studied the ·effect of surface roughne$s on finite 

journal bearings with an adiabatic condition. However, they did not include the cavitation 

effects in their analysis. Ma and Taylor (1994) have predicted the temperature fade in the 
cavitation region of two-lobe journal bearing. Rajalingham et al. (1994) have studied the 
influence of thermal conduction across the fluid film on the THO characteristics of a plain 

journal bearing. They found that the temperature variation across the fluid film have a 
pronounced influence on bearing performance. Many other researchers have studied in 

detail the effects of temperature on the performance of journal bearings. However, most of 
them failed to include the combination effect of temperature, surface roughness and film 
rapture in their analysis. 

The combination of surface roughness, cavitation effects and thermal effects are essential 
for accurate prediction of. the bearings' performance. In this paper, the effect of surface 

roughness on the THO solution of finite journal bearings with cavitation effect are presented 
and results are compared with the experimental findings. 
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GOVERNING EQUATIONS · 

Reynold Equation 

The average flow model developed by Patir et al. (1978) is used in analysing the roughness 
effects. The diagram for journal bearing used in the analysis is shown in Figure 1. 

h 

Figure 1. Journat bearing ·With · exaggerated ctearance 

Assuming -steady-state flow with incompressible Newtonian fluid, the average Reynolds' 
equation in dimensionless form is 

;pp ( R )2 ;pp ;JP [ , 3h, <l>x ;Jµ ] 
<1>-+- <I>-+- <1>+<1>----

x ;J(/ L Y ;;y2 ;J(J x x h _ µ2 ;J(J 

- h' ( [Aft ]) 6µ' = 3µ ii . 1 + e,f. ~ -2 + Mi ,<I>: 
,· . .. 

(t) 

where 9 and Y are non-dimensional co-ordinates, P is the dimensionless pressure, h is the 
dimensionless film thickness, <l>x and <l>y are pressure flow factors, and <I>, is shear flow factor. 
The shear flow factor can be evaluated for either bearing or journal, or both of them having 
the surface roughness. This can be done by setting the variance ratio, V,1, to 1.0, 0.0, and 
0.5. If the journal with a rough surface is moving and the bearing with ·a smooth surface 
is stationary, (variance ratio V~=1.0), the lubricant carried in the valleys results in an additional 
flow transport. The shear flow factor, <I>,, will have a positive value. On the other hand, if 
the journal with a smooth surface is moving, then the asperities of the stationary rough 
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surface act as barriers in restricting the flow. This will decrease the;flow of the lubricant and 

subsequently the negative value for the shear flow factor is obtained. If both journal and 

bearing have the same type of roughness (variance ratio Vrj=0.5) then the shear flow factor, 

cl>,, is zero. The flow factors as introduced by Patir et al. (1978) and is given by: 

cl> - 1 :. C -r(hjq) 
x - ., 1e , .. .. " ,for !_. - '<,r~ .ir . (2) 

<l>x = 1 - C1(h/ut' for r> i (3) 

cl> - =<l> - -(h } (h 1} 
y u'r x u' r 

(4) 

cl> = A (hlut• -a2(hfal+a3(hfa)' -· 
s I .e , for h!G~ 5 (5) 

cl> _ A -o.2S(hfal 
s - . 2e for h/G >'. 5 (6) 

' ' 

where the coefficients: Ci, r, A1, A2 , a 1, a 2, a 3, are given by Patir et al. (1978). 

The Reynolds' or Swift-Stieber boundary conditions are applied in solving the Reynolds' 

equation. Inlet and periodic boundary conditior:is are: -, 
• ·,. ' • • • ./. , •• • • • <--· ··-

Cavitation boundary conditions are: 

at 

and 

where (J 2 is the angle measured from hmin to the point of film rapture and Pcav is the non

dimensional cavitation pressure. The lubricant viscosity is.assumed to vary with temperature 

by the relation 

. -
where µ0 iJ, the value of. viscosity at Jnlet temp~ratu_re, T0 , ;:ind {3 represents the ,vis~osity-

temperature .\ndex . . 
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The. Energy Equation 

The energy equation in nonsdimensiona! form 1s given by Khansari.and Beaman (1986); and 
Khansari and Wang (1991) as; 

Where 

__ af -(- ah) af a2T [( ofi J (av )2
] hu - + h w - uz - - = G1 -=r- + Gii :i-z + 5"z -

j)(J . j)(J a-; oz a a 

Rko 
G1=---

pCpC2 

(7) 

In describing_the above equation,· it is assumed that the circun:ife~ential. heat conduction is 
negligibly small co111paredJo the heat conducted normal to the direction of rotation. i.e .. . . ' . 

Also, in order to incorporate the effect of transforming the film thickness into a rectangular 
shape, the following operator is used (Ezzat and Rhode, 1973)'. °' , 

af _ af z(a1z ar) 
08· - a(J - h j)(J oz (8) 

In accordance to the experimental finding by Dowson et al. (1966) revealed that the. cyclic 
~ariatio~ of th'e ih~ft temperatur~ iri . tt,e' circiumferentiardirect1on is small anc:i: that' tile shaft 

~ is assumed to be an isothermal c:om~ne~t Theref6re, a so-called "no~net~h'eat floW" condition 
is. imposed' at the 'oil-shaft interface' (Kfio'ti~ari -~·nd' Be~ma'ri, 1986}. 

,i' ' ' 

2,r -

-· ···f· 1 dT ·d·(J .. 0· · q·= =--= = (9) 
, ,0 h dz _ · 

-'T = T, ::i: constant 

A full THD · solution would r~uire computing • the temper~ture distribution in the bushing. 
However, this requires an.iterative procedure and is computationally extensive. In this paper 
the author makes the. simplified assumption that bushing inner surface is adiabatic and 
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therefore, the temperature gradients at the oil-bush interface is zero; .This implementation 

results in a so-called ISOADI boundary condition are shown to fairly yield approximate, yet 

realistic results within experimental measure (Rajalingham et al., 1994; Khonsari and Beaman, 

1986). 

af I - =0 
OZ z=O 

(10) 

The homogeneous mixing of the recirculating oil, Q=, and the supply oil, Q, 1 , can be 
upp y .. . 

represented by 

Q rec T rec + Q leak T, 

Q leak + Q rec 

(11) 

The cavitation effects are taken into account by modifiying the viscosity and the lubricant 

thermal conductivity at the cavitated region: When lJ> n+ 82, the lubricant thermal conductivity 

and viscosity are modified tO account for the forr'nation of the well-known finger-type cavities 

according to the following equations: 

(12) 

hicav · 

µ = µai, - h (µair - µoil) (13) 

NUMERICAL SOLUTION PROCEDURE 

The ~vvo,, 111 ,~ "''1uauv, "' m,," ....... cretised and solved.simultaneously using a finite diffe're.nce 

method. The Reynolds equati~n (an'-elliptic partial differential equaUon) was solved using 

the Successive-over Relaxation sctie'me (SOR) and th~ energy equation was treated using 
. . . ·1 '· '· 

a fully implicit marching technique. 

For a specified load, speed, and inlet temperature, an initial eccentricity, attitude angle, 

pressure distribution, and film temperature distribution were assumed. In the cavitation 

region, the cavitation boundary conditions were implemented by setting all negative pressures 

equal to zero during the computations. The nodal temperature is computed with an assumed 

shaft temperature starting from the oil inlet groove with a given temperature and travelling 

in the direction of rotation. Having computed the recirculating, leakage, and supply flow rates, 

a new mixing temperature at the inlet, Tm;,:, is determined from equation (11 ). This temperature 

is used as an initial temperature for the next iteration of the energy equation. The temperature 
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solutions are corrected for the existence of the finger-type cavities in the divergence portion 
of the bearing. In the cavitation region, the thermal conductivity and viscosity were modified 
(Khansari and .Beaman, 1986) according to equation' (12),and (13);0nce the convergence 
is obtained, the programme proceeds to calculate the shaft temperature. which satisfies the 
"no-net-heat-flow" condition imposed by equation (9). Once the new temperature distribution 
is'.obtained; the viscosity and pressure distribution are updated. The updated pressure and 
viscosity distributions are used . to calculate side · leakage,. .load, ·and nevy temperature 
distribution,~; 

The programme cycles between the energy and Reynolds' equations several times until the 
relative difference between two suc.cessive iterations falls below the specified tolerance of 
0.001. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.,, 

The types of roughness investigated in this study are isotropic, longitudinal, and transverse 
roughness. The list of input data us~d in the computer simulations are shown in Table 1. 
To verify the theoretical predictions, the present results are co:mpared with experimental 
measurements (Dowson et al., 1966; Mitsui et al., 1986). The results presented are taken 
into account f~r both journal and bearing having the same roughn~ss structure <I>. The results 
for the journal having surface roughness (Vrj=1.0) and the bearing having surface roughness 
(Vrj=O:O) are also pr~sented. 

Table 1. List of Input Data Used in Computer Simulation 

Bearing Parameters Units (Si) 

Journal Radius, R. .. , 
' 

.50.8 mm 
Radial Clearance, C 6.35 x 10'2 mm 
Bearing length, L 76.2 mm 
Load Range, . W - 1800< W <16 .000 N 
Speed, ~~ . ! · • ,1500 rp~,-

Lubricant Parameters Units (Si) 
.. 

inlet Viscosity, µ 1n 0.3 pbise ,f <: .. 

Density, p 860 kg/m3 

Specific Heat, Cp . , . , . 2000 J/kg°C \ , .· .. 
' Thermal Conductivity, kc 0.13 Wtm°C 

., Viscosity Coefficient; '{3 ' ,'0,023~ '> 

Operating Parainetei's .· . 4nits csi> · '· ,i.:: · 
. . ·~ ·. .. 

. Oil Inlet Temperature, T1n1et 36.8°C 
. ' -

Oil Supply Pressure, P. 280 x 10\ Pa 
·, ., :., 
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011 Film Pressure Distribution 

The degree of roughness plays a significant role on the oil film pressure distribution. · Figure·2 

shows that at the roughestcondition (A=1 ), the oil film thickness is very thin and hence the 

oil film pressure is high. However, as the surface roughness decreases; the oil film thickness 

increases. When the surface roughness was close to smooth surface criteria (A=6), the oil 

film thickness produced was very close to smooth surface solution. The oil film pressure was 

affected significantly, when roughness parameter is less than 2 (A<2). This suggested that 

the oil film pressure decreases with decrease in surface roughness . 

. · >j.,..' ._ .. ------------~-, 
Rouah $urface A•· 1.0 

~ough Surfe:ce A= 2:0 

"' &l ..: 
r,J -
~..: 
U O 

-~..: 

-~ :· 
- 0 

fl .... 
N ci 

~ d 

I: 
i:i O 

I "' :z; . 
0 0 

:z;"' .. --- o. 

ci 

. Rou1h Surlace. A• 3.0 

Rough Surface A• 4.~ · 

0 - . · -:: :~ 

ci 
0 30 80 ·90 120 11;o· 180 210 240 270 300 330 380 

. . .ANGULAR POSITION (DEGREE) 

· Figure 2. Example of film thickness profile 
for smooth and rough surfaces with e = 0.2 

011 Film Temperature Distributio~_, ": \ i . ' 

The isotherm contour of ISOADI case of the oil film temperatures for the isotropic, longitudinal, 

and transverse roughness with roughness parameterA= 2 are shown in Figures 3, 4, and 

5 respectively. The heat flow patterr,s of these .contour plots ~~ow close resemblance. In 

the cavitation region, the oil pressure falls to that ·of the ambient pressure, therefore the 

pressure gradient is zero: The maximurJ, oiHilm temperature occurs near the surface of the 

stationary bush and close to . the minimum film thickness. The same behaviour is also 

reported by Mccallion et al. (1970) and Mitsui et al. (1986). The ISOADI contour plots also 
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show that at the oil-bush interface the isotherms are perpendicular to the bush surface. This 
is due to the adiabatic condition used at the oil-bush interface. 

~ SURl'.-.c:E T-• S0.09" C 
~r.'.',..._----===::-,..._,..._,..._~~~-,-~--"'~--, 

.. 
0 ...... .. ...... .... 

· ... .. · 

: .................... _...__,......,..,.... ....... ......,._.......,..~,__-,---~--"l 
0 50 10 90 120 ,so ,io 210' .· ·2,a· 270 lOO 3SG ·llO 

ANGULAR POSmON - DEGREES 
T-•36.r.C BEAIUNGSUlU'ACE 

. , ... . , 

Figure 3. Contour plot for temperature 
.distribution in oil-film .with isotropic ·roughness ;, 

~:;: .. ,. ---" 
... : 

:' •: ' 

Figure ·4. Contour plot for temperature distribution 
in oil-film with transverse roughness 
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SHAFI' SURFACE . . 

. ... -----------· . ·--·--

~ ~ ~ ® ~ ~ ~ - m ~ = • 
ANGULAR POSITION - DEGREES 

T- • 36.S" C BEARING SURl'ACE . 

Figure 5. Contour plot for temperature distribution 
in 'oil-film with longitudinal roughness -- · -- ·· 

0 •• • ;-)"_ - ·- , . : • . ._ .; -· • -~ 

. .. 

Temperature Variation As A Function Of The Load Carrying Capacity 

The computed shaft temperature for isotropic roughness at roughness parameter A = 4, and 
the experimental results of Dowson et al. (1966) as a function of the bearing load capacity 
are shown in Figure 6. The ISOADI solutions for all roughness types underestimated the 
measured results when·· the load ·is less than 4000_ N; .bi:rl aSJhe load carrying capacity 

increases, the ISOADl solutions overestimated the· measured results. 

0 
.,;.. ~ 

0 g 

. . . ~--~--~--~--~--

- .-.. - . -· · -=l'Dlel: Oil Temperan,re ~. --. --=~· Rau11s ( Dowson. 1966) 

··,········-··-·····= ISOADIRaulls(~stlldy) ,· 
; -------:-- = ISOADI Raulls ( Kbotm1i. 1986 ) 

o. .· . 20'00 4000. 1o'oo ao'oo 10000 t20oo M0oo .. 11000 -~ 
. - ~· ··'- .. : LOAD, ( N) 

=·.._·.: · .• - , : 

Figure 6. Variation of shaft temperatures as a 
function of hydrodynamic load for A = 4 
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The computed maximum oil temperature for isotropic roughn.ess with roughness parameter 

A = 4, and the experimental results of Dowson et al. (1966) as a function of the bearing 

load capacity are shown in Figure 7, The ISOADI ~olutions for all roughness type 

underestimated the measured results when the load is less than 4000 N but as the load 
' carrying capacity increases, the ISOADI solutions overestimated the measured results. 

,, However, when the load approaches 16 KN, both curves approach a single point. The 

maximum discrepancy of about 4°C was found to occur for isotropic roughness. 

, . . O · g-r-------'-----~--~ 

c 
g 

~--~--~--~--~---
::,;C 
:::, ~ 
~ . . .,. ' · . ·-·-

(_,,. _·. 

~ -- -=l'nletOi!Tempenmue 
::,; ! - -· --=Eq,erimemal Resulu ( Dowson. 1966 ) 

N • •• • • ••• ••••• •• • • • •••• = ISOADIRcsulls(Ples=tsmdy ) 

g --------- = 1lm R=lls ( ~...,;. 1986) 

20'00 •ooo to'oo aooo 10000 12000 14000 

LOAD, ( N) 
11000 

Figure 7. Variation of maximum· oil temperature 
as a function of hydrodyna_mic load_ for A = 4 ; 

Figures 6 and 7 show that at roughness parameter. A = 4, the present results obtained are 

close to the smooth surface solutions given by Khansari and Beaman (1986). 
' . - ·-- . .. . 

Effect Of Roughness Paramete,r (Al On Bearing Parameters 

Figure 8 shows that the transversely oriented roughness gives the highest side leakage and 

the longitudinally oriented roughness gives . the lowest side leakage. This is because the 

, transverse roughness enhances side flow while the longitudinal roughness restricts side flow. 

The side leakage directly affects many performance parameters such as load, pressure, and 

oil film temperature, to name a few. In the case of transverse roughness 1 when the side 

leakage increases the pressure also increases, hence increasing the load. ' + 

At eccentricity ratios E < 0.5, the highest load is obtained for the longitudinal roughness and 

the lowest load is obtained for transverse roughness. When the eccentricity ratio is higher than 

0.5, the isotropic roughness has the highest load. An example of the load carrying capacity 

versus roughness parameter for eccentricity ratios E = 0.2 and 0.3 is shown in Figure 9. 
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0 

£_oT========:;;,;;;;::~-;;;;~r-~~~~~--, = isotrcpie (t=0.2) 
- ~ ,-, '."'. - = lrc:-,s·,erse. (t=0.2) 
- · ·- · ·: _· -·· ::: len;ituciricl (t_-0:2) i -·· _. :.-·: -= isolro;:,i: "(r=0.3) ·· · 

.,.:·i~·,, .. ,., .. , .... . ,-~npih.;dlnal -{~•0.3) 
- · ~ - · =~ t~ar-Sverse (r • 0.3) 

. : . ,., . 

~ . 

._ . -~·' ' ' 

ROUGHNESS PARAMETI:R, (A) 

. . 
Figure 8. Side leakage vs. roughness parameter 
for e = 0.2 and 0.3 · · · - · -

-io r::t~~ 
. ,l rt;n , ..... . . 

~ · .. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·, = ,satroplc (c-0.2) 

·~,. ili(! .l ''~~~;:2~; .. 
~~·~----,......~--,-.~~~.~~~.~~-,-~---1 

·:· RO,UGliNESS PA~METER. (4) 

Figure 9. Hydrodynamic load vs. roughness 
parameter for e. "" . 0.2 and 0;3 .· 

Figure 10 shows that at lower eccentricity ratios (e :;:: 0.2 and 0,3), the surface roughness 

affect the oil film temperature when A < 2.0. The longitudinal roughness has the highest 
maximum oil-film and shaft temperature, and the transverse roughness has the lowest oil

film and shaft temperature. The maximum discrepancy for rough surface results with smooth 
surface results ate= 0.58 and.A=. 1.0 is about 9 °C. Figures 11 and.12 show thatas the 
roughness parameter, .A, increases, the thermal effect decreased .the viscosity, increased 
the side leakage and therefore reducing the stiffness. ofthe bearing., -_,~ ·. '. c 
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... . .. 

. 
. , 

.w,:..,.;. .. 

-----= Oif Inlet Temp. 
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· - - - - - = transverse (t=0.2) , 
ihal c= .?\ 

- ·-.:-· -= isotropic (i:=0.3) 
· ................... = longitudinal · (t=0.3) 
-- - --= transverse (t;.,0.3) 

~-'---------....,..---------------.J J .. ' 5 
. ROUGHNESS PARAMETER, (A) 

Figure 10. Maximum oil temperature vs. roughness parameter for E = 0.2 and 0.3 
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·:, 
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Figure 11. Comparing side leakage with and without thermal effects for E = 0.58 
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0 

0-r---------"'---'.,.......-"-----,,.----------, ~ -----= ,sciropic With Temp. 
- - - - - = tr.:;,sverse With Temp. 
--· --= lcns;itucinc, \".'lth Temp. 

- .. -= i! :.t!"'cpi: 'f\/o:...1t Temp. . 
~f 1 ............ _ ....... = ic-,giJudi:-:::il V~loyt Tem~ . . · . . 

y· -·. -· · ·~--·· - · ::: l•::Jl"sverse Y,;/out temp. :=. . .:., · "' . . . . 
~ 

E 
c, 
ca:. 
Pc 
.- 0 =o !!! 

.. ( ' ' · . ._. '.'··: . ' 

Figure 12. Comparing hydrodynamic load with and without 
thermal effects for e = 0.58 

Effect of Rough or Smooth Moving Surface 

Next, the effect of, both "moving rough" and "mo~ing smooth" surfaces on the bearing 
performance parameters are studied. At the roughness parameter, A= 1, the highest leakage 
is obtained when the rough surface is moving (Vrj = 1.0) and the lowest leakage is obtained 
when smooth surface is moving (Vrj = 0.0). This is due to the fluid being carried in the 
valleys of the rough moving surface and resulting in less side leakage. For smooth moving 
case, the asperities ir_t the rough stationary surface enhance the side flow, hence the increase • 
in the side leakage. Figure 13 shows the side leakage versus the _roughness parameter for 
different moving surfaces. Figure 14 shows that at the roughness parameter, A = 1, the 
highest load is obtained for the rough moving surface (Vrj = 1.0) ·and the lowest load is · 
obtained for the smooth moving surface. The maximum discrepancy between the rough 
moving surface solution and the smooth surface solution is about 9°C. As expected, the side 
leakage, the load carrying capacity, the shaft temperature, and the maximum oil-film 
temperature approach asymptotically the smooth bearings solution as roughness parameter, 
A, increases towards smooth surface condition. 
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CONCLUSION 

0 

ir------~========::=-------, /.--·-·-·-·--·--·-·-
" / .. 

..... -
.. ...................... ~;-~· .. ~,:.;. ............ . ·: 

--,----=, Vrj=O.S. 
0 

~ 
-----= Vrj=1.0 

--·-: Vrj=O.O . 
---'1'--- - smooJh surface 

' · 

Figure 13. Side leakage versus roughness 
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Figure 14. Maximum bush temperature versus 
roughness parameter for different moving surfaces 

A THO analysis of journal bearings with rough surfaces is studied using a simplified set of 
boundary conditions on energy equation. This paper presents computer-simulation results 
of rough-surface, thermohydrodynamic (THO) finite journal bearing. Results obtained suggest 
the following: 
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1) The temperature effects will decrease the viscosity, increas~ side leakage, and hence 

decrease the load carrying capacity. The results show that the oil film temperature 

is much more severe when the roughness parameter (A) . is less than 3. 

2) When both journal and bearing surfaces have the same· roughness structures (<l>s = CT), 

the transverse roughness gives the highest side leakage, the lowest load, and the lowest~ 

maximum oil and shaft temperatures. The longitudinal roughness gives the lowest 

leakage, the highest load, and the highest maximum oil and shaft temperature. An 

isotropic roughness will give a stiffer bearing and small temperature changes. However, 

when the bearing is operating at a thicker film thickness, a longitudinal roughness will 

give a stiffer bearing but it will also give higher temperature rise. At the eccentricity ratio 

E > 0.5, the highest loa~ is obtai_ried for iso! rop_ic roughness. The location of the maximum 

oil temperature for transverse,roughness shifts toward the inlet groove and it shifts away 

from the inlet groove for longitudinal and isotropic roughness. 

. ,.., .,. . "' " 
.;,. · · , . . r.,; .' . · .'~ · \ 

3) When either bearing or shaft:has the surface ro.ughness,· the simulation predict that 

the rough moving case yields the highest side leakage, the highest load, and the 

lowest oil-film temperature. Meanwhile, the smooth moving case gives the lowest 

leakage, the highest oil film and shaffteniperature, anc;I the highest load carrying . . 
capacity. The load decreases appreciably if the moving surface is rough, and increases 

appreciably if the moving surface is smooth. Also, the side leakage increases appreciably 

if the moving surface is rough and decreases appreciably if the moving surface is 

smooth. In the range of 1 < A < 2, the side leakage, load, and temperature either 

increased or decre~sed sharply, depending on which surface is moving. For the 

smooth moving case, a sharp decrease in load is observed when A is reduced. This 

is probably due to the collapse of the oil-film in that region. Conversely, the rough 

moving case yields an increase in load and hence increasing stiffness in this region. 

This is happening because the value of the shear flow factor, cp8 , is negative and 

positive, respectively. 

4) The predicted results obtained for ISOADI boundary condition have very good aggrement 

with the experimental results published earlier. More development is required in order 

to model realistic bearing c~nditions'. S,urfa~e r9ughn~ss effects are expected to be , 

important, and a full THO solution is essential to analyze practical problems in detail. 
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NOMENCLATURE , 

Symbol 

c 
Cp 
e 
erf() 

h 

Ii 
hmin 

i,j,k 

k,; 

Explanation 

radial clearance, m, /• · 

lubricant specific heat, Joules/kg°C 

·· eccentricity, m 

error function ·· 

film thickness, m 

nondimensional film thickness; h/C 

minimum film thickness, m 

finite difference mesh indices 

thermal conductivity of lubricant, W/m°C 
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k,,;, 
L 

N. 
p 

"P 
l ' PA 

Pcav 
P. 
qx ' qy 
Qleak 

a,ec 
Osupply 

r 
R 

T 
Ts 
Tin let 

Tmax 

Tmix 

T,ec 
Tshatt 

Tsupply 

U,V,W 

u 
w 
-
x 
-y 
-z 

e 
<I> 

s 

'\:I) <I> 
x' Y 

' r 
A 

µ 

p 
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thermal conductivity of air, W/m°C 
bearing length, m 
Speed range, rpm 
pressure, N/m2 

nondimensional pressure 
ambient pressure, N/m2 

pressure in cavitation region, N/m2 

supply pressure, N/m2 

unit flow in x and y directions 
axial leakage flow rate, m3/s 
recirculating flow rate, m3/s 
supply flow rate, m3/s 
journal radius, m 
bearing radius, m 
oil temperature, °C 
bush temperature, °C 
inlet oil temperature, °C 
maximum oil film temperature, °C 
inlet mixing temperature, °C 
recirculating oil temperature, °C 
shaft temperature, °C 
supply oil temperature, °C · 
lubricant velocity in x,y,z directions, m/s 
shaft speed, m/s 
load, N 
dimensionless coordinate system, x/R 
dimensionless coordinate system, y/L 
dimensionless coordinate system, z/Ch 
viscosity-temperature coefficient 
dimensionless eccentricity ratio, e = e!C 
shear flow factor 
pressure flow factor 
surface pattern parameter, dimensionless 
roughness parameter, A= Cl<I 

lubricant viscosity, Pa-sec 
inlet lubricant viscosity, Pa-sec 
circumferencial coordinate, degrees 
position of cavitation, degrees 
position of inlet oil, degrees 
lubricant density, kg/m3 
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